Minutes
RCA Board of Directors
August 18, 2020
Meeting called to order at 6:30pm
Roll call: Jennifer, Chelsea, Jackie, Monica, and Kyle in attendance in person. ARB members George and Pete in attendance, Curt from Weichert also present for the meeting. Caitlyn in attendance via google meetings. Absent from the meeting was Steve.
Guests in attendance: Susan Gottel
We started our meeting with the Guest voicing concerns: She had questions regarding her rental property; Who gets the notice of fines and why? We explained that legally the notice or fines have to go to the landlord and not the renter. This is due to the fact that renters do not own the property so all notices have to go to the person on the deed. The landlord is then responsible for deciding how to carry out correction of issues or payment of fines with their renter. She also voiced concern of a non-compliant property on Countess Drive (536), we assured her this was actively being dealt with. 
ARB fence issue involving 3 properties (161-169 Coneflower): The survey results are in. All of the homes fences are 1 1/2- 5ft onto RCA land. Originally when these properties applied for their surveys/ fences with the town they were within their own property lines, however they did not build to those specifications. We were forced to call the town for a second survey to prove this. We have asked the homeowners to pay for this additional survey due to the home owners being at fault. These properties also have additional fines for gardens and sheds built without prior approval from the ARB, some of these also being on RCA land. All additional approvals for changes to these properties are on hold until the fence issue is taken care of. They have 30 days to fix this fence/ property line issue. 
Tunnel by Drumlin square: Owned by Rush Henrietta School District. How do we assess for this? Can we ask them to maintain the landscaping? Caitlyn will look into this for us, and send a letter.
Vote: The board votes in new member Kyle Cataldo. Jennifer makes a motion for Kyle to join the board, seconded by Monica, All in favor.
Credit card: No update on credit card, we still have not made a payment on the credit card opened by Jordan. No change noticed yet. 
Maintenance reserve fund: the reserve fund will be used for the pool conversion to the new system this year. Should we also use it for getting dumpsters to clean out the barn? The board approved the use of the maintenance reserve fund for the dumpster.
Bank account: Chelsea and Brian need to go to the bank and switch accounts to Chelsea's name. Brian is working on making an appointment to do this. Once Brian is off the account then Chelsea and Caitlyn will close the savings account.
Vacant land with garages: We are still waiting on Jim Marino for legal guidance. How do we categorize these areas? Vacant land = Nothing at all, Commercial land = non-living structures. These technically would fall under commercial land based on the covenants. How do we bill?
Jim Marino: The law firm is behind due to illness and vacations. Curt reached out to them and asked that Riverton be prioritized due to having time sensitive issues to deal with. 
Accountant: Up to date
Auditor: We will need to get started on last year's accounting soon.
Random charges:  Caitlyn was receiving random charges from an impound. She has a call out to them regarding these charges. These have been stopped for now. 
Drumlin Square: Still questioning the break down of his assessment and the square footage he was charged for on his commercial property. We used the county website to get his square footage in combination with his website for his listed apartment square footage and billed accordingly. Caitlyn will follow up with him regarding this break down. We also agreed it was necessary to send him a formal letter or notice stating use of the RCA pool and tennis courts should not be included as amenities in his rental agreement or rent. 
Liens: MLG has all liens
Collections: Everything on hold due to COVID
Foreclosures: Multiple properties have over $5,000 worth of fines, they will get letters letting them know foreclosure proceedings are starting. We the board decided $5,000 in fines would be our baseline for foreclosure proceedings. The properties with less than $5,000 in fines will be getting letters to prevent foreclosure.
Data Transfer: No change in the remainder of resident contact information still needed. Jean is working on taking notes from Quickbooks and copying them over to Appfolio notes section. She is currently getting 17-30 voicemails a day to answer. Her next project will be uploading old ledgers to Appfolio from Quickbooks.  
Google Drive: 95% complete, should be done in the next month or so.
Lawn: We are still waiting to find out who is responsible for the sign on the corner, Crossroads Abstract was contacted, maps were received today. 
Right to vote: Caitlyn will send a vote to the Board members via  appfolio to vote on if community members need to be in good standing to vote on community issues, or if everyone should have the right to vote regardless of standing/compliance in the community.
Commercial property letter: 4 commercial properties within RCA met with a lawyer and have sent a formal letter to RCA with their concerns. Jim Marino is reviewing this letter and will respond accordingly.
Tennis courts: Still no estimate on new lock/ security for tennis courts.
Pool Signs: The board voted to spend money on purchasing signs for the pool regarding no smoking, no running, etc.
Lake Pamela: Records show that this has been an ongoing issue since 1982. Lake Pamela needs fountains in the center to circulate the water to actually fix it. The issue being no one currently owns Lake Pamela. Owning it would be too much of a liability and a large increase in insurance for RCA. We can not maintain anything we do not own. 
19 Starflower: Last year we did a project to dredge the pond behind 19 Starflower. With this project there was an agreement with the homeowner at this address to help restore the lawn after the project was completed. The board agreed to help up to a certain amount of money, the owner agreed to that amount. The homeowner is now complaining the grass never took and is asking what the board can do to help him out? The ARB said they will go walk the area and check it out. The board will look into the details of how much money we allocated to this originally and if it was already met. Depending on what the ARB finds when they walk the property we may need to reach out to Victor Excavating to see if the job was perhaps sub-par.
Gator: The second Gator we have needs extensive repairs and we currently don't use it. Should we replace it? Should we sell it? Should we auction it to the community for the highest bidder?
Snow plow bids: Curt had someone interested in being Rivertons snow plow guy for RCA grounds, We would need at least 2 other bids before we could look into the possibility further.
Shred event: September 19th
Survey: We need to revisit the survey from earlier this year and go over and address other issues. 
Meeting Adjourned at 8:32pm. Jennifer made a motion to adjourn at 8:32pm, all in favor.




